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R.I.N.G.O! A SHAKIN’ DANCEFLOOR KILLER! 
When he bangs the drums my heart goes BANG!!! Teenage tragedy, platonic love, crush for drummer boys and love for the underdogs. Here are The Courettes’ newest single 
“R.I.N.G.O”, from the duo’s 3rd album “Back In Mono” on Damaged Goods Records. Both on the album and on the single, The duo is digging deep in that Phil Spector Wall 
of Sound girl group songwriting and StarrSound! 

Ringo, we love you, Yeah Yeah Yeah!
In 1965 Cher recorded with Phil Spector at Gold Star Studios an ode to the most charismatic drummer of rock ‘n’ roll. Now it’s The Courettes’ turn to send some love to the 
FAB’ drummer.

“As a kid growing up with my parent’s The Beatles single collection I was just digging the drumming of Ringo so much. The swing, the sound and the creative, melodic fills 
and his style. Growing up I started going deeper in which gear he was using in the early sixties. Suddenly rare pictures was showing Ringo playing Trixon and not Ludwig 
in the Hamburg days. So for the new album “Back In Mono” I had the idea, from the very beginning, to do an homage to the fab’ The Beatles drummer; Richard Starkey. I 
found a 1960s Trixon drumkit just like the one Ringo used in the early Hamburg (Star Club) days. Luckily Trixon drums sound extremely good! All songs on the album are 
recorded on that kit and the sound is just banging! A perfect yet subtle extra ode to Ringo” says Martin.

Dig “R.I.N.G.O”, The Courettes new single! IT’S A HIP-SPECTORESQUE-FUZZ-HIT! 
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